Adaptive hydrostatic blood pressure calibration: development of a wearable, autonomous pulse wave velocity blood pressure monitor.
A technique for calibrating non-invasive peripheral arterial sensor signals to peripheral arterial blood pressure (BP) is proposed. The adaptive system identification method utilizes a measurable intra-arterial hydrostatic pressure change in the sensor outfitted appendage to identify the transduction dynamics relating the peripheral arterial blood pressure and the measured arterial sensor signal. The proposed algorithm allows identification of the calibration dynamics despite unknown physiologic fluctuations in arterial pressure during the calibration period under certain prescribed conditions. By employing unique wearable sensor architecture to estimate pulse wave velocity (PWV), this technique is used to calibrate peripheral pulse transit time measurements to arterial blood pressure. This sensor architecture is comprised of two inline photoplethysmograph sensors one in the form of a wristwatch measuring the pulse waveform in the ulnar artery and one in the form of a ring measuring the pulse waveform from the digital artery along the base of the little finger. Experimental results using the proposed algorithm to calibrate PTT to BP on human subjects will be presented.